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Welcome to 
OLD WESLEY

▪ Old Wesley was formed in 1891 and has a 
rich heritage with a unique and loyal 
playing and member base. 

▪ The Clubhouse is situated in Donnybrook 
Stadium (currently Energia Park) close to 
the city centre and to the RDS the new 
home of Leinster Rugby. 

▪ The Club shares two 4G synthetic pitches 
and also shares 3 all weather grass 
pitches in Ballycorus. 



Our Mission

▪ Old Wesley RFC is committed to 
the promotion and strengthening 
of the game of Rugby & the image 
of our Club.

▪ We aim to facilitate the playing of 
rugby to a very high standard in a 
safe, caring, professional, 
respectful and friendly manner.

▪ In line with this , we wish to 
collectively deliver the best 
experience for all our players, 
coaches, members, community 
and commercial partners in a 
sustainable way. 



Values

The IRFU core values of; Respect, Integrity, 
Inclusivity Fun, Excellence have been 
integrated into our own Old Wesley values 
– STRIVE. 

Sportsmanship

Teamwork

Respect & Responsibility

Inclusivity & Integrity

Vigour & Competition

Excellence & Enjoyment



We are Old Wesley we STRIVE

Sportsmanship

Teamwork

Respect & Responsibility

Inclusivity & Integrity

Vigour & Competition

Excellence & Enjoyment

At our core we are sportsmen & sportswomen 
determined and focused on winning but also 
respecting our sport and  fair play.
______________________________________________

We work as a team in everything that we do. 
We are selfless, we are caring and supportive.
______________________________________________

We hold our sport & its values in high esteem, 
we value all participants in our game. We take 
responsibility for safeguarding our club ethos. 
______________________________________________

We are inclusive, we celebrate our comradery 
which transcends cultural, race, geographic, 
political, gender and religious differences. 
______________________________________________

We compete vigorously at every level and 
thereby learn to respect each individual in our 
game. We love to win; for our team, our club 
and for our game. 
______________________________________________

We strive for excellence in everything we do. 
We love the learning, enjoyment, self esteem 
building & health benefits that rugby & our club 
brings to us all; we are “A Club for Life!”



Our Wyvern

▪ THIS IS OLD WESLEY.

▪ NO BELLS.

▪ NO WHISTLES.

▪ JUST BOLD,

▪ UNMISTAKABLE,

▪ & GENUINE.



Call to action to be used in our branding, 
advertising and marketing communications.

Old Wesley always looks forward to the next challenge but also acknowledges that, at our core, 
we are a Club of amateur players and volunteers - living life to the full and part of a very big family. 
It’s only to be used where this sentiment is relevant and appropriate. 

What’s it for: ‘Call to action’ for Membership & Promotions for future events
Primary Audience: Players, Coaches, Members & media. 
Primary Use: Message used to communicate Club Membership marketing and Event Participation

Minimum Size
A Club for Life is Not to be smaller than 40mm wide.
Use the correct format
Pantone: Spot colour printing
CMYK: 4 colour process printing
File name
A-Club-For-Life-CMYK-AW.eps

Our Motto



Our Crest

▪ Rarely used – but will be required for pennants or branding opportunities

▪ Based on the legendary, two-legged, winged creature with a dragon’s head 
and a tail ending in an arrow-shaped tip. 

▪ The club adopted the Wyvern from the very start - the wyvern has been part 
of the Wesley family crest since 1791. 

▪ Wyverns are fearless fighters, even more so than their calculating cousins the 
dragon, who usually only fight when the odds are in their favour. 

▪ Wyverns will plunge into battle with any enemy, regardless of how powerful 
the opposition looks or how the odds may seem. 

▪ White, Red and Blue remain the club’s core colours.

Our Name & Sport      Battle Shield            Wyvern           Proud Heritage           Pennant

1891 =+ +
Old Wesley 

Rugby 
Football Club



▪ Jersey

▪ Shorts

▪ Socks

▪ Shirts

▪ Blazers

▪ Cap

▪ Scarves

We have endless options with our primary colours. 

Need help? Ask branding@oldwesley.ie

Our Crest on Clothing



Crest for embroidery 

Note wider white lines detailing our Wyvern

Embroidery Version Regular Version



Don’t

Stretch

Squash

Reverse

Re-colour

If in doubt ask: branding@oldwesley.ie



Crest on Web & Social

▪ Facebook

▪ Twitter

▪ Instagram

▪ YouTube (tbc)

▪ Website



Our Crest on Jersey

▪ Jersey Senior 1st Team 
(white upper)

Wyvern in Red and our 
name in blue only

Similar width as supplier –
in this case Canterbury

Approx 65mm wide



Our Crest on Jersey

▪ Jersey Junior Teams 
(red upper) 

Wyvern and name only in 
white only – no outline

Same width as supplier in 
this case Canterbury

Approx 65mm wide



Our Crest on Blazers

▪ Navy Blue Blazer
with breast pocket

Wyvern and name only in 
Silver thread only – no outline

Approx 55mm wide



Our Values in detail

Respect
Mutual respect forms the basis of our sport. We hold in high esteem our sport, its values and traditions and we will try 
to earn the respect of others by the way we conduct ourselves. We respect our match officials and accept their 
decisions. We respect opposition players and supporters. We value our coaches, those who run our club and we treat 
our clubhouses with consideration. We will always attempt to be respectful, open and honest and to behave with 
integrity at all times. In doing so we will constantly challenge ourselves to exceed the expectations of our members 
and those we come into contact with in the future. In essence, respect fosters co-operation and makes it easier for us 
to achieve our common goals. 

Inclusivity & welcoming. 
Old Wesley RFC celebrates camaraderie and teamwork which transcends cultural, race, geographic, political and 
religious differences. We have a much valued reputation as a welcoming rugby club and we will always try to honour 
and develop this hard earned reputation. 

Excellence 
We commit ourselves to the pursuit of excellence in all we do. In order to achieve excellence, we will challenge 
ourselves to exceed the expectations of our players and members by always striving to surpass our targets and 
improve our results. 

Responsibility 
Old Wesley RFC endeavours to empower each individual at every level in our club, this empowerment demands 
responsibility. To be responsible we must be reliable, creative, confident and ready to accept challenges. We must 
always perform routine tasks carefully and thoroughly with our player’s and clubs best interests in mind. 

Fair Play & Integrity 
All of Old Wesley RFC’s rugby activities will be conducted in an atmosphere of fair play, which will be much more than 
just playing within the rules. This core value incorporates the concepts of friendship, respect for others and always 
playing with the right spirit. We define fair play as a way of thinking, not just as a way of behaving. It incorporates 
issues concerned with the elimination of cheating, gamesmanship, doping, and violence (both physical and verbal). 
Integrity is the foundation of the game in Old Wesley RFCs, it is generated through honesty and fair play. 



Our Values

Enjoyment 
Enjoyment is the reason we play and support rugby union. We encourage players to enjoy training and 
playing. We use our sport to adopt a healthy lifestyle and build life skills. We safeguard our young players and 
help them have fun. We enjoy being part of a team and part of the rugby family. Adults and children have a 
lot to gain from rugby in terms of self-esteem, confidence, physical health, and the development of new 
skills. Old Wesley RFC is committed to delivering rugby in a manner that makes learning fun, enjoyable, and 
part of a positive sporting environment. 

Teamwork 
Teamwork is essential to our sport. We welcome all new team members and include all because working as a 
team enriches our lives. We play selflessly, working for the team, not for ourselves alone, both on and off the 
field. We take pride in our team, rely on one another and understand that each player has a part to play. We 
speak out if our team or sport is threatened by inappropriate words or actions. 

Discipline 
Strong discipline underpins rugby in Old Wesley RFC. We ensure that our sport is one of controlled physical 
endeavour and that we are honest and fair. We obey the laws of the game which ensure an inclusive and 
exciting global game. We support our disciplinary system, which protects our sport and upholds its values. 
We observe the sport's laws and regulations and report serious breaches. 

Sportsmanship 
Sportsmanship is the foundation upon which Rugby is built. We uphold the Rugby tradition of camaraderie 
with teammates and opposition. We observe fair play both on and off the pitch and are generous in victory 
and dignified in defeat. We play to win but not at all costs and recognize both endeavour and achievement. 
We ensure that the wellbeing and development of individual players is central to all rugby activity at Old 
Wesley RFC. 

Competition 
Old Wesley RFC will emphasise the importance of participation for each member. We will foster a culture 
where best effort and enjoyment rather than winning at all costs will be encouraged. Through such 
competition our players learn respect for opponents, officials and the rules of the rugby union.



Communication Style

When representing Old Wesley

▪ We use simple language

▪ We are succinct

▪ We get to the point quickly

▪ We show our striving personality

When relevant we use humour in an: 

▪ Appropriate and 

▪ Respectful manner.

We reference our home location as:

▪ Donnybrook at Energia Stadium

▪ Wesley

▪ Old Wesley

We refer to our players as:

▪ Old Wesley Firsts

▪ Senior Squad

▪ The Players

▪ First XV

We describe ourselves as: 

▪ Old Wesley

▪ We always refer to ourselves as Old Wesley in 

the first mention in any communication.

▪ Old Wesley should be used in full in quotes and 

press releases. The second mentions should 

be: We / Our

▪ We do not use the word ‘I’ when representing 

Old Wesley.

▪ For external communications we reference Old 

Wesley in full. We do not refer to ourselves as 

Wes or Wesley in any external 

communications.



Our Colour Palate



Our Blue

Hex: 003361

Pantone: 2955 C
(closest match)



Our Red

Hex: c90c0f

Pantone: 186 C
(closest match)



Our Web 
Palette 

The attached palette shows 
our core club colours: 
- Red 
- Blue and 
- Grey Neutral. 
The Mustard Yellow is an 
important web highlight or 
underline colour is NOT a 
core club colour. 



Our Typography



Our Club Name

Font is “Rival Sans” 
Bold or Black weight setting. 
Upper Case only. 
Strong and clear statement of the Old Wesley brand. 



Our Motto

Font is “Modish” A club for life is now firmly established 
as the Old Wesley motto/sign off line. The new font used, 
suggests life, living and movement.



Appendix



Website: www.oldwesley.ie
Twitter: @oldwesley or @oldwesleyrfc
Facebook: www.facebook.com/oldwesley/ 
Instagram: #oldwesleyrfc or #oldwesley

https://www.facebook.com/oldwesley/






Sportsmanship

Teamwork

Respect & Responsibility

Inclusivity & Integrity

Vigour & Competition

Excellence & Enjoyment



Help with branding

Old Wesley Marketing and Communication volunteers 

look after the Old Wesley brand related queries. Any use 

of the Old Wesley brand assets in a new or unique way 

should be approved by Marketing & Communications 

first. Please contact:

Mark Egan:

T: 087 2559990

E: mark@xlm.ie

or

Niall Murray:

T: TBA

E: info@murrayconcepts.ie

or 

Alan Chapman,

T: TBA

E: achapman@cisireland.com>

mailto:info@murrayconcepts.ie

